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"Open Innovation" has exploded on the scene. Procter & Gamble and other organizations have stirred 
excitement about exploiting external R&D for a majority of their new product developments.  “Tech Mining” 
efficiently generates effective technological intelligence.  This paper draws these two concepts together in three 
parts, plus a discussion: 

• Open Innovation (“OI”) – innovation deriving in significant part from externally generated S&T 
knowledge 

• Tech Mining – our version of text mining of science and technology (S&T) information resources to 
elicit useful intelligence 

• A Nanotechnology case illustration of how Tech Mining can facilitate OI 
• Discussion – drawing this together 

 
We believe that Tech Mining (Porter and Cunningham, 2005; Cunningham et al., 2006) provides a critical 
enabler of Open Innovation.  To remain competitive, enterprises need to reach out – OI.  But they also need the 
information edge to make better and faster decisions concerning technological opportunities. 
 
 
Open Innovation 
 
Figure 1 offers a general schematic of the “S-shaped curve” characteristic of much technological innovation.  
This can be considered “linear” in the sequential phasing depicted.  In reality, we have come to realize that 
rarely does a meaningful innovation result from a strictly in-order sequence.  Rather, iterations, offshoots 
(unintended applications), combinations, and so forth make for a more complex arena.   
 

                                                           
1 Porter, A.L., “Tech Mining to Drive Open Innovation,” in Li, J-L, Zhu, D., Porter, A.L., and Wu, D.D., Proceedings of the 
First International Conference on Technology Innovation, Risk Management and Supply Chain Management (TIRMSCM 
2007, Beijing), Universe Academic Press, Toronto, ISBN 978-0-9783484-4-1, November, 2007, p. 1-13. 



Figure 1.  Technological Innovation:  An S-curve Progression 
 

 
 
The interrelations among research, development, and innovation are neither linear, nor static.  The past decade 
or so witnessed insightful rethinking of what is important.  Changes in the nature of the main technologies 
involved and fresh organizational arrangements drive these new ideas.  Paramount to our interests are the “fuzzy 
front end” (c.f., Smith and Reinertsen, 1998) – the early “idea” stages in innovation that entail recognizing 
research knowledge resources and opportunities to integrate those into viable innovations.  [“Idea Management” 
processes offer ways to enhance the likelihood of favorable outcomes -- 
//cims.ncsu.edu/documents/CIMSspr07.pdf.]  In terms of Figure 1, this emphasizes the research arena.  At that 
early stage of development, technology forecasting is extremely difficult.  This places a premium on 
technological intelligence feeding into rapidly adaptive innovation decision systems. 
 
Technological advances must integrate into complex contexts.  Internal and external factors count (Hobday, 
2005). These involve: 

• Infrastructure [How could automobile-centric societies transition from gasoline to hydrogen fuels?] 
• Sunk investments [Why are semiconductors almost all silicon-based?  Consider the huge capital 

investments and learning that make shifting from silicon-based technology so difficult.] 
• Particular interests [Key players’ stakes in one option may cause them to oppose alternatives.] 
• Head starts [Sometimes the early option holds sway over the better technology – e.g., VHS vs. Beta 

videotapes.] 
A combination of technological and contextual forces drives innovation.  The latter include multiple factors: 

• Business considerations (e.g., leadership, management, availability of capital, technical know-how, 
essential resources)  

• Competitors (e.g., their strengths and weaknesses, also potential collaborators) 
• Market (e.g., current size and characteristics, trends, global markets, potential new markets) 
• Customers (e.g., current preferences, recognized and unrecognized needs) 
• Regulatory (and other influences – e.g., governmental support, popular opposition, standards)  

 



“Technology Delivery System” (TDS) modeling of innovation processes has proven fruitful in identifying 
critical assets, barriers, and key leverage points for an innovation to succeed (c.f., Wenk and Kuehn, 1977; 
Porter et al., 1991).  Figure 2 illustrates a general TDS framework that directs attention to: 

• Enterprise resources – the stages along the horizontal axis by which an invention (from R&D) can be 
translated into an innovation. 

• External forces – the factors that impinge on success of that would-be innovation. 
 
Figure 2.  The Technology Delivery System (“TDS”) 
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Drawing an analogy to geographical mapping, to know where one is going, I suggest we want to map the route 
for a particular innovation to help decide how our organization might attain success.  The first order of business 
is to identify the stakeholders and the necessary resources.  We have found that a brainstorming session to draw 
the TDS for the innovation in question can be enormously informative.  One can go further to counterpose 
various options at stages along the innovation’s pathway.  Figure 3 illustrates with a hypothetical consideration 
of hybrid electric vehicles.  The quantitative estimates are only suggestive, but such an analysis calls attention to 
overall prospects for success and key weaknesses that need to be addressed. 
 



Figure 3.  Innovation Prospects Assessment 
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“Technological infrastructure”(Figure 2) warrants special attention.  Various concepts relate to the strong 
tendency for certain processes to become established and develop strong inertial forces.  “Lock-in” captures the 
notion with a particularly descriptive term!  The classical example -- VHS became the market standard despite 
Beta video being technically better -- because it got there first.  More pervasively, silicon-based semiconductor 
processes are nearly impossible to supplant because of sunk capital, experiential learning, and attendant system 
developments.  For decades gallium arsenide has remained a marginal alternative, despite many technical 
advantages.  Considering emerging technologies in terms of the technical platform is vital to forecast innovation 
prospects.  What is the prevailing platform?  Is the emerging technology compatible?  If not, what would be 
involved in replacing that platform?  Robinson and Propp (2006) present a nice roadmapping methodology to 
get at alternative platform and product possibilities. 
 
All of these approaches are vital Management of Technology (“MOT”) aids; they pertain to classical, 
incremental innovation.  [I include them because I believe they also pertain to OI and radical innovation.]  But 
let’s step toward OI. 
 



There are many ways to characterize and categorize innovation activities.  Emphasizing within-firm innovation, 
Hobday (2005) distinguishes five generations of models.  Conceptualization of innovation processes has 
progressed, with our thinking getting richer (more complex): 

(1) technology push as the essence of innovation, to  
(2) market pull as the critical aspect; then  
(3) coupled -- sequential advancement, but with feedback from later to earlier stages;  
(4) integrated, multifaceted development (i.e., couple to suppliers and customers, bring in manufacturing 

early in product design, design for sustainability, etc.); and  
(5) integrated with active employment of information technology to facilitate widened linking. 

 
Gibbons et al. (2004) distinguish research activities as Mode 1 vs. Mode 2.  Mode 1 reflects the traditional 
researcher-initiated pursuit of disciplinary topics of intellectual interest.  Mode 2’s interdisciplinary, problem-
driven research draws academic researchers toward industrial initiatives and potential university-industry 
collaboration.  This is well aligned with technology-based (e.g., information technology) innovations, and even 
more so with science-based innovations (e.g., biotechnology and nanotechnology).  The interchange of research 
knowledge between universities and industry may be further extended to involve government – the “triple helix” 
conceptualization directs attention to these endeavors (Etzkowits and Leydesdorff, 2000).  “Pasteur’s Quadrant” 
(Stokes, 1997) further alerts us to the rich possibilities of use-inspired basic (fundamental) research as 
exemplified by Pasteur’s work.  All of these emergent concepts – Mode 2, Triple Helix, and Pasteur’s Quadrant 
– point to the desirability of companies’ awareness and intellectual interchange concerning externally 
conducted research (especially in academia).  We also note the complementary value in university researchers’ 
knowing about industry’s innovation interests. 
 
Open Innovation is a key new concept here.  Chesbrough’s (c.f., 2003; 2006) exposition of the merits of two-
way interchange of intellectual property to bolster technological innovation has proven a call to action.  Huston 
and Sakkab’s (2006) description of how Procter & Gamble (P&G) has put this into practice to the tune of 35% 
of their innovative new product elements deriving from external R&D drives home the merits of OI.  OI is 
predicated on companies taking advantage of external R&D to innovate in their products and services, and , 
conversely, working proactively to license their own R&D to others.  Figure 4a sets the stage – suggesting key 
elements in intelligence for traditional incremental innovation.  An organization augments current product (or 
service, process, or system) capabilities by designing improvements that incorporate new research-based 
knowledge and/or new contextual knowledge (e.g., customer requests). 
 



Figure 4a.  Traditional Innovation Elements 
 

 
 
 
Figure 4b enriches the picture.  Here, we add new research knowledge drawing upon anyone’s novel findings.  
We may do this various ways – locate freely available knowledge, license intellectual property from another 
organization, or partner with other organizations to jointly develop the innovation.  By removing the constraint 
that innovation depends solely on one enterprise’s internal research knowledge and technology delivery 
capabilities (design, marketing, etc.), tremendous opportunities are opened up. 
 



Figure 4b.  Open Innovation:  Enriched via Externally Generated Research Knowledge 
 

 
 
 
Radical innovation is one final innovation concept to introduce here.  Radical is distinguished from incremental 
innovation.  It concerns “breakthroughs” that create entirely new product categories or platforms for successive 
developments (c.f., Leifer et al., 2000).  It can alter markets and competitive relationships.  It may increase a 
firm’s sales opportunities an order of magnitude (Dismukes et al., 2005).  Despite such upside attraction, radical 
innovation poses problems for established companies that find it hard to overcome inertial forces (Leifer et al., 
2000).  The ARI (Accelerated Radical Innovation) Institute draws together initiatives to facilitate radical 
innovation [see: //ari-institute.com].  A key notion is commensurate with my emphasis – real-time exploitation 
of information resources through use of advanced search, analysis, and representation tools. 
   
Figure 4c completes the expansion of the innovation process framework.  Here, “really new Products, Services, 
Processes and/or Systems” result from novel approaches deriving from new research and contextual knowledge.  
These do not build directly upon existing products (or services, processes, systems).  Historically, they have 
often been accomplished by outsiders who introduced totally different technology, not accepting all the reasons 
why “that can’t be done.”  Consider that the Swiss watchmakers passed on digital technology that Japanese 
electronics firms then applied -- to transform the global watch industry in one year. 
 
 



Figure 4c.  Radical Innovation:  New Products from New Knowledge 
 

 
 
 
One purpose of combining incremental, open, and radical innovation notions in one framework (Figure 4c) is to 
show that they share much in common.  All concern change.  All require effective combination of technological 
functionality into a suitable context, via an effective enterprise (Figure 2).  We turn our focus to a particular 
issue: 
 How can strong technological and competitive intelligence power Open Innovation? 
 
The OI distinction is that external R&D is a prime resource enabling generation of new “PSPS” (products, 
services, processes and/or systems).  And, conversely, that other organizations may apply one’s own research 
knowledge in new PSPS via licensing or partnering in development.  Let’s turn to emerging approaches to bring 
external research and context knowledge effectively to bear in innovation decision-making. 
 
 
Tech Mining 
 
In the early 1990’s, the Georgia Tech Technology Policy and Assessment Center (TPAC) was actively engaged 
in “technology watching.” That is, our interests in forecasting and assessing emerging technologies led us to 
analyze research and development (R&D) activities.  For that purpose we sought to improve our capabilities to 
analyze search results in the major science and technology (S&T) databases.  We sought to search on a 
technology of interest (e.g., “nanotechnology”) in one or more databases (e.g., Science Citation Index, INSPEC).  
If that search provided hundreds or thousands of abstract records, we faced a challenge in digesting those to 
identify technology development patterns. 
 
In response to these “too much data!” issues, we began to develop analytical software in 1993.  From 1994, 
Search Technology, Inc. and Georgia Tech received ongoing support from the U.S. Department of Defense to 



help develop these text mining tools.2  Incorporating major contributions by Prof. Donghua Zhu, Bob Watts of 
the U.S. Army, Scott Cunningham (now at the Technical University of Delft), and others, that software is now 
commercially available. 3   This software is our core tool suite with which to exploit today’s electronic 
information resources on behalf of informing innovation decision processes.  Many others are energetically 
advancing text mining, knowledge discovery in databases, intelligent agents, and related applications of 
information technology to gain value from information resources.4 
 
As we applied the software ourselves to scores of technologies and worked with others who were using it, we 
learned some tough lessons.  Above all, we came to recognize that there are multiple perspectives involved in 
such applications, and each has different needs and styles.  We usually took on the role of technology analysts – 
intrigued by clever ways to analyze and visualize relationships in the data.  That is fine, but we often saw the 
world very differently than did: 

• Information providers – oriented toward “selling data,” usually on a per-record basis to a human reader, 
not to processing of thousands of records electronically 

• Information professionals – used to providing clients with a minimal number of information sources to 
be read [and thus not comfortable with profiling of thousands of papers] 

• Scientists and engineers – highly familiar with a narrow research domain, not interested in learning a 
much broader landscape and not used to data mining approaches 

• Technology managers – busy, focused on immediate problem solving, so not inclined to learn new 
approaches to unfamiliar information content, presented in strange ways. 

 
We studied the technology management system to understand better what was needed to make technical 
intelligence useful (c.f., Porter et al., 2004; de Bruijn and Porter, 2004).  Lessons learned from those studies and 
a decade of experiences, led us into a reoriented approach that we named “Tech Mining” (Porter and 
Cunningham, 2005).  The key theme was to begin with the user, not with the data miner, and understand 
decision making intelligence needs.  We built out this notion in terms of: 

• Technology management Issues – a limited number of recurring topics (some 13 issues) 
• Technology management Questions – a somewhat larger number of frequently asked inquiries that nest 

under (and across) the Issues (about 40 questions) 
• Innovation Indicators – empirical measures derived from text mining of S&T literature, patent, and 

other data resources to help answer those Questions (about 200 indicators) 
 
"Tech Mining" is a systematic approach.  We start with key technology management issues.  Then mine external 
science & technology, together with contextual/business information resources.  We thereby generate 
“innovation indicators” that can answer focal technology management questions.   
 
Full-blown Tech Mining seeks to capitalize on six complementary information resources (Table 1).  We 
distinguish among these along two axes: 

• Type of information – S&T versus Contextual 
• Source of information – Databases, Internet, and Human 

 

                                                           
2 We gratefully acknowledge software development support from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA), the U.S. Army Tank and Automotive Command (TARDEC), the U.S. Office of Naval Research.  Others 
supported development by providing application opportunities and chances to study technology development processes.  
We thank the U.S. National Science Foundation and the National Library of Medicine for additional support. 
3 The software appears in three forms:  VantagePoint, Thomson Data Analyzer, and TechOASIS (for US Government use).  
See //theVantagePoint.com. 
4 See especially:  Kostoff, R.N., Various reports on text mining, including advanced text discovery processes:  
http://www.onr.navy.mil/sci_tech/33/332/techno_watch.asp 



Table 1.  Competitive Technical Intelligence Resources 
 

Source Technological Content Contextual Content 
Databases 
(empirical) 

a) Compiled, filtered & organized R&D 
publication, patent, etc. information 

b) Compiled, filtered & organized business & 
socio-economic Information 

Internet 
(empirical) 

c) Diffuse, up-to-the-minute, ill-structured 
technical information 

d) Diffuse, up-to-the-minute, ill-structured business 
& socio-economic Information 

Human  (tacit) e) Technical Expertise   
(tacit knowledge) 

f) Business/Context Expertise  
(tacit knowledge) 

 
Type of information is essential.  Too often, analysts overemphasize either the technical or the business 
(contextual) side.  Obviously, one needs to blend both to determine whether an opportunity truly exists, and, if 
so, how best to pursue it.  I suffer from this deficiency – being far more adept at accessing the S&T information 
resources.  [This will be shown in the example case analysis to come!] 
 
Source of information also bears attention.  Again, familiarity of one form seems to breed disparagement of the 
others.  Traditional management of technology relies overwhelmingly on human insight, failing to take 
advantage of empirical knowledge resources.  In today’s electronic era, some of us have come to rely heavily on 
the databases – majestic compilations of information that are nicely filtered and indexed.  Others assume the 
font of all knowledge is the Internet and that Google can deliver it all.  The message of Table 1 is that we ought 
to combine these highly complementary sources of information to gain richer knowledge.  Each has strengths 
and weaknesses; taken together, the resulting knowledge is considerably enhanced: 

• Databases are limited to selected information sources (e.g., the biomedical research database, 
MEDLINE, covers only publicly available information in the form of journal articles, from selected, 
quality journals).  While its coverage is global, it can’t include all journals, and tends to favor English 
language outlets.  Database information lags real-time research – it takes time for research to be written 
up, reviewed, published, and indexed. 

• Internet sources (e.g., via a Google search) are amorphous, not consistently formatted, not reviewed to 
quality standards, constantly changing, and a mess to analyze comprehensively.  On the other hand, they 
are incredibly rich and timely. 
[I like to profile a research domain based on database search, retrieval, and analysis, then augment this 
with Internet searching.] 

• Tacit expert knowledge is limited to a given person’s areas of interest, comprehension, perspective, and 
memory.  It is fallible, yet experts often overestimate it – most importantly, failing to recognize related 
knowledge just beyond their horizons.  On the other hand, technical and business experts have 
astounding abilities to integrate and interpret pieces of information.  They can address the “so what?” 
implications that reams of statistics never touch. 
[I like to combine empirical and expert knowledge.  One appealing way is to prepare information-based 
innovation indicators into draft reports and invite both technical and business experts to review for 
errors, suggest ways to augment coverage, and interpret.  This can be especially effective in a collective 
setting – a meeting.] 

 
Tech Mining is thus about generating and communicating competitive technical and contextual intelligence 
(“CTI” for short).  Until quite recently, the audience for the CTI that Tech Mining has to offer has been limited.  
In most small and medium enterprises, CTI is not systematized – it is casual and incidental knowledge gained 
opportunistically, if at all.  In most large enterprises, it is a niche activity, seen as a dispensible nicety. 
 
All this is changing rapidly.  The explosion of “Open Innovation” (“OI”) raises the stakes for actionable 
intelligence as a key to competitive posture.  In this paper, I orient the Tech Mining approach to the Open 
Innovation context.  Furthermore, I concentrate on the first cell of Table 1 – mining S&T information retrieved 
from one or more databases on a topic of interest.  The OI approach attunes us to both the topical content and 
the performers of such research.  The next section illustrates some of the possibilities. 
 



 
Nanotechnology Case Illustration 
 
This part of the paper illustrates Tech Mining applications in the “nano” arena.  These derive largely from work 
at Georgia Tech to build a substantial project dataset of nano-related articles and patents.5  As of early 2007, we 
have over 1,000,000 paper abstract records and some 60,000 international patent families.  Analyses continue.  
The research paper abstracts were gathered from three major S&T databases – Science Citation Index, INSPEC, 
and EI Compendex for 1990-2006 (partial year 2006).  The team developed an overall conceptualization of 
“nano” research (Figure 5).  Based on this, we devised a modular Boolean search strategy that captured topical 
categories using many specific terms, with selected “molecular environment” delimiters (Porter et al., in press).  
 
Figure 5. Nanotechnology Research Domains 
 

 
 
 
The first results illustrate broad “research landscaping” (Porter et al., 2002).  We show different ways to discern 
patterns across the global R&D enterprise.  For Tech Mining, such analyses typically pursue a mid-level of 
detail.  Overall “nano trends” make almost no sense as the field is a general purpose technology with diffuse 
elements (Youtie et al., in press).  Rather, we need to parse these data to uncover technological thrusts that could 
lead to emergent capabilities of interest.  The three illustrations show: 

                                                           
5 This research was undertaken at Georgia Tech with support by the Center for Nanotechnology in Society at Arizona State 
University (CNS-ASU), funded by the National Science Foundation (Award No. 0531194), and support by the National 
Partnership for Managing Upstream Innovation: The Case of Nanoscience and Technology (North Carolina State 
University; Award No. EEC-0438684).  The findings and observations contained in this paper are those of the authors and 
do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.  This example also benefits from ongoing research 
profiling on behalf of an ETEPS (European Techno-Ecoonomic Policy Support Network) project on “EuroNano: 
Nanotechnology in Europe – Current State, Opportunities, Challenges, and Socio-economic Impact” [SC23_Euronano]. 



• Global patenting trends broken out by major topical area (Figure 6) 
• Global map showing metropolitan publishing concentrations (Figure 7; we are working on a companion 

patenting cluster map too) 
• Breakouts of nano patenting by objectives: raw materials, intermediates, or final products (Table 2, 

based on Alencar et al., in press) 
 
Figure 6.  Global Nano Patenting – by Selected International Patent Classes 
 

 
 
Figure 6 helps the analyst choose the most salient domains for further investigation.  For instance, one might 
decide to consolidate several of the chemical areas; pull aside the patents pertaining to them; and continue more 
detailed analyses on “who is doing what.”  For technical intelligence to aid OI decision processes, it must be 
focused; it must relate to specific opportunities for one’s organization. 



Figure 7.  Global Nano Publishing – Metropolitan Clusters 
 

 
 
 
Figure 7 helps identify worldwide R&D distribution.  Zooming in on Europe, for instance, would spotlight the 
Rhine Valley concentration of nano research that crosses national boundaries, but nevertheless is regionally 
concentrated.  Further analyses of the active nano districts (metropolitan areas) can seek links between research 
publishing and patenting to help ascertain the nature of geo-clustering.  For OI purposes, such mapping can 
point toward opportunities.  Interpreting such data in conjunction with knowledge of the organization’s 
capabilities generates the payoffs. 
 



Table 2.  Classifying Nano Applications along the Nano Value Chain 
                [based on Alencar et al., in press] 
 

Main IPC [# patents] Main uses description in the 
nanopatents 

Position along the Nano 
Value Chain 

H01L-Semiconductor 
Devices; Electric Solid 
State Devices Not 
Otherwise Provided 
[2870] 

• Electron device 
• Semiconductor device 
• Solar cell 

• Nanointermediate 
• Nanointermediate 
• Nano-products 

C01B-Non-Metallic Elements; 
Compounds Thereof [2716] 

• carbon nanotube 
• fuel cell 
• catalyst 

• Nano-raw material 
• Nano-products 
• Nanointermediate 

A61K-Preparations For 
Medical, Dental, Or Toilet 
Purposes [1863] 

• Cancer (treatment,  
              medication) 
• Cosmetics 
• drugs 

• Nano-products 
• Nano-products 
• Nano-products 

B82B-Nano-Structures; 
Manufacture Or Treatment 
Thereof Chemistry [1615]  

• Carbon nanotube 
• Electron device 
• catalyst 

• Nano-raw material 
• Nanointermediate 
• Nanointermediate  

 
Table 2 is independent of the Georgia Tech work; it derives from patent analyses at the University Federale, Rio 
de Janeiro.  This evidences advanced text mining.  The International Patent Classification (IPC) information 
derives from fields provided by the Derwent World Patent Index.  The “main uses” derive from text mining of 
the abstracts using VantagePoint software.  The clever insight lies in combining these to benchmark national or 
organizational positioning along a value chain from producing raw materials, through producing intermediates, 
to offering products to end-users.  Again, what does this mean for OI?  Insightful analyses like these, that go 
beyond the straightforward tallying of activity patterns, can help interpret how technical capabilities can be 
exploited.  For instance, if one spots new intermediates, can you see how these might be blended with other 
capabilities to generate new products? 
 
The notion of researcher networking complements these interests in strategically understanding research 
communities.  Intellectually, we can look to the interchange of ideas, approaches, tools, and empirical results 
across researchers and institutions.  Socially, this translates into “who shares ideas (etc.) with whom?”  Text 
mining activities can illuminate both through exploration of links among topics (co-occurrence based mapping) 
and among researchers (e.g., co-authoring patterns).  Figure 8 illustrates the latter – the circled entity is a small 
business that has collaborated with the University of South Florida.  Those researchers, in turn, have 
collaborated with many others.  Jue Wang used this to illustrate how one could construct a social network – this 
could be depicted as a hierarchy reaching out from Transgenex Nanobiotech Inc.  And also, one could explore 
the first and second order articles, for instance, to get at the intellectual network – what topics are being 
interrelated.  In terms of OI, building such networks of contacts and resources can open up new possibilities.  
Innovative product development beyond the reach of one’s enterprise can be enabled by suitable partnering.  
Tech mining can help develop the contacts and intelligence to help identify bold opportunities and to locate the 
right partners to bring them to fruition. 
 
 



Figure 8.  A Nano Research Network 
 

 
 
 
 
One can go even further.  Literature-based discovery (“LBD”) interests were triggered by Swanson (1986).  
Swanson examined the literature concerning a disease (Raynaud’s Phenomenon) and identified an important 
aspect of “RP” as blood viscosity.  He then did a fresh literature search on blood viscosity and identified dietary 
inclusion of eicosapentaenoic acid as one way to lower blood viscosity.  He then checked to see if this had been 
mentioned in the literature on RP and it had not.  He thus posed it as a potential discovery for researchers to 
investigate for possible RP treatment.  The logic is compelling.  One starts with an issue (“A”) and explores the 
literature on it.  From that literature, one identifies related factors (“B”); then explores the literature on B itself.  
If you find interesting elements (“C”) associated with B, then check if those have already been studied in 
conjunction with A.  If not, one can suggest research on whether C might serve a valuable function re: resolving 
A.  The LBD notion has been explored by Swanson and Smalheiser in many papers, as well as by a number of 
others.  An interesting tool (Arrowsmith) to facilitate identification of candidate indirect links using the 
MEDLINE database has been made available (c.f., Smalheiser  and Swanson, 1998).  In particular, Kostoff 
continues to extend the conceptual possibilities, LBD methodology, approach (e.g., ways to combine empirical 
text mining with technical expertise), and vetting (checking if the link is really new) – see Kostoff (2006) and 
his website: http://www.onr.navy.mil/sci_tech/special/354/technowatch/textmine.asp [see also footnote 3]. 
 
Exploring linkage to uncover heretofore unrecognized connections could invigorate Open and/or Radical 
Innovation (as per Figure 4c).  In the biomedical arena, a company’s research lab might have strong capabilities 



and attendant intellectual property concerning a biotechnology B for application in organ system X.  Using text 
mining, they could reach out along several directions: 

• To see what other applications are being pursued for B (in other organ systems) 
• As they classify the functions that B can accomplish, they could scan for diseases linked to those 

functions, to then consider potential new applications 
• They could look for competitor technologies to B, to then assess relative strengths and weaknesses; 

they might also explore applications of those alternative technologies to see if B has potential there 
• They might uncover organizational synergies – complementary technological and market assets – to 

explore possible partnering. 
• In additional to examining topical connections among articles (and/or patents), one can peruse 

referencing links.  That is, if another research organization is citing a particular finding or method 
(perhaps one’s own), follow the connection to uncover the common interests.  One can trace out 
citation linkages both “by” and “to” a research area to map the related topics, players, and applications. 

• And so forth. 
 
Our Georgia Tech nano discovery group continues to analyze nano R&D patterns.  We do so in conjunction 
with multiple projects, for example: 

• To help European policy-makers sort out where Europe’s nano-based opportunities appear brightest?  In 
other words, where does European R&D offer competitive advantage over Asia and America? 

• To facilitate “match-making” between U.S. academic researchers and large companies.  We profile the 
nano research of a given university to help organizers get them together with companies whose OI 
interests they can potentially match. 

 
 
Discussion 
 
In summary, this paper draws together a lot of concepts and approaches to deal with technological innovation.  I 
hope this is not too confusing.  One purpose in gathering so many concepts (though, by no means all of the 
aspects to innovation) is to draw attention to innovation’s multi-dimensional nature.  We need to keep these in 
mind to guide innovation processes effectively, including especially: 

• Technical + contextual forces (and attendant intelligence) 
• Incremental + radical changes 
• Internal + external resources 
• Multiple innovation process stakeholders, with differing intelligence requirements 

 
Tech Mining provides vital intelligence to help manage Open Innovation processes.  It helps identify technical 
thrusts.  “Innovation mapping” extend these to suggest promising developmental paths forward.  Combined, this 
strategic intelligence can help managers accelerate all forms of innovation for their organization. 
 
Open Innovation demands fast, effective competitive technical intelligence (CTI).  “Boundary spanners” are 
individuals who direct attention to gathering intelligence especially from external resources and delivering this 
in ways that relate to internal considerations.  We are developing an Open Innovation Machine to facilitate this.  
What is different here? 

• Attention to Open Innovation is moving CTI from a niche to a mainstream position in corporate life, so 
CTI results must be effectively conveyed to a broader user base. 

• Complete CTI needs to draw upon multiple information resources. 
• CTI must be woven into business decision processes (c.f., Brenner, 2005).  
• CTI analyses must be expedited. 

 
The Center for Innovation Management Studies (CIMS) at North Carolina State University offers a 
multidimensional innovation orientation [http://cims.ncsu.edu/].  “Ambidextrous companies” are those that 
attend well to both incremental innovation processes, on the one hand, and radical innovation on the other.  The 



“Technology Delivery System” framework can help plan both incremental and radical innovations.  Envisioning 
new products, and the technological platforms upon which they would stand, is essential. 
 
We distinguish three goal levels in developing our Open Innovation Machine: 

A. 6-month 
B. Intermediate 
C. Ultimate 

Goal level A – building upon current capabilities, exploit widely used science & technology (S&T) data bases 
(e.g., Derwent World Patent Index, Web of Science, INSPEC) and deployed text mining software (we use 
VantagePoint).  The novelty is to draw upon a framework of technology management issues, questions, and 
empirical innovation indicators to program routines to semi-automatically generate results – Tech Mining.   
 
Goal Level C would thoroughly integrate the six types of information (Table 1).  This would be digested to 
provide familiar visual outputs that address recurring questions in Open Innovation. 
 
Goal Level B (in the middle) is, perhaps, most interesting.  Over a time frame of 1-3 years, Search Technology 
aspires to sharply enhance the available intelligence to make OI decisions in both directions – recruiting external 
emerging technologies and licensing out technologies.  Key elements include: 

• Combine S&T and contextual content mined from database searches to yield “greater than the sum” 
insights 

• Improve agent retrieval and formatting of internet content to enable seamless integration with the 
database findings. 

• Reach beyond direct relationship text mining to filter indirect relationship measures, enabling 
“knowledge discovery” that goes beyond information retrieval. 

• Devise processes to enlist human expertise to review, correct, and embellish the empirical knowledge 
compositions. 

• Pattern the resulting intelligence to fit with growth modeling to provide insight into alternative 
development paths to populate scenario explorations (future innovation options and implications) (c.f., 
Robinson and Propp, 2006). 

• Devise visualizations that convey trends and relationships effectively. 
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